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Abstract—With the proliferation of efforts to report publicly the outcomes of healthcare providers and institutions, there is a growing need to define standards for the methods that are being employed. An interdisciplinary writing group identified 7 preferred attributes of statistical models used for publicly reported outcomes. These attributes include (1) clear and explicit definition of an appropriate patient sample, (2) clinical coherence of model variables, (3) sufficiently high-quality and timely data, (4) designation of an appropriate reference time before which covariates are derived and after which outcomes are measured, (5) use of an appropriate outcome and a standardized period of outcome assessment, (6) application of an analytical approach that takes into account the multilevel organization of data, and (7) disclosure of the methods used to compare outcomes, including disclosure of performance of risk-adjustment methodology in derivation and validation samples.
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The American Heart Association convened an interdisciplinary expert writing group to identify the preferred attributes of risk-adjustment models used for public reporting of healthcare providers’ outcomes. This statement focuses specifically on the approaches to comparing providers’ records on patient outcomes (eg, mortality, hospitalization, quality of life). In the face of expanding efforts to assess providers of cardiovascular health care, the attributes identified in this document can serve as a basis for assessing the quality of provider evaluations and promote informative and accurate public reporting of providers’ outcomes.

Background

The growing call for accountability in the healthcare system has increased the demand for reports of healthcare providers’ performance. Cardiovascular disease has figured prominently in public reporting efforts because of its substantial public health burden, associated costs, and large evidence base supporting management strategies. In the past 2 decades, many groups have developed and publicly reported comparative ratings of providers’ cardiovascular healthcare performance. Although some public reporting efforts at the state level have been based on clinical data and have offered operator-specific ratings, at this point most nationwide efforts...
have focused on hospitals and have used administrative billing data. Given the potential impact of such ratings in an increasingly competitive healthcare market—and their intent to be viewed as a means of identifying “better” or “worse” providers—a clear need exists for methods that accurately and fairly report providers’ outcomes.

Healthcare quality is measured by assessing structures, processes, and/or outcomes. Structure measures, which measure the context in which care is delivered, are relatively straightforward but have only a weak relationship to the care that is delivered and the outcomes that are achieved. Process measures, a characterization of whether the right management strategies are implemented in the appropriate patients at the correct time, provide important information about the quality of care. These measures often cover only a narrow range of care for any given patient. Patient outcomes are aggregate markers of quality, integrating structural and process variables that cannot otherwise be measured. Moreover, although structural measures such as procedural volume and process measures such as rates of medication use have been used to characterize the quality of cardiovascular care, outcomes of care have uniquely intuitive appeal to patients.

Outcomes, however, are inherently difficult to measure in ways that allow fair comparisons among providers. First, patients vary in baseline risk for the outcome being studied. For example, Hospital A and Hospital B may have the same mortality rates after bypass surgery, but if Hospital A routinely operates on higher-risk patients, then a reasonable inference is that the quality of care is not the same for these 2 facilities. Second, adverse outcomes may be infrequent and thus highly subject to random variation. Valid comparisons of outcomes therefore require statistical methods that account for important differences in patient characteristics and accurately portray the uncertainty in the estimates. Without these methods, commonly referred to as “risk adjustment,” differences in outcomes may only reflect variation in providers’ case mix. When properly applied, risk-adjustment methods provide a means to determine whether differences in cardiovascular healthcare outcomes across providers may be attributed to providers’ behaviors rather than to the patient populations they treat or to the play of chance.

The consequences of inaccurate risk adjustment are notable. Poorly performing models can misclassify healthcare providers’ outcomes, causing high-quality providers to be incorrectly characterized as having poorer outcomes or, of even more concern, abrogating the shortfalls of lower-quality healthcare providers. Given the central role of risk-adjustment methods in the movement to increase accountability and quality-based purchasing in the healthcare system, there is an urgent need to define the preferred attributes of acceptable comparative risk-adjustment models and to develop criteria against which different risk-adjustment models can be compared.

Attributes of Risk-Adjustment Models
The present interdisciplinary writing group, which consists of individuals with expertise in cardiology, quality of care, outcomes research, statistics, health services research, epidemiology, healthcare policy, and public reporting, identified 7 preferred attributes of any risk-adjustment approach used in the comparison of providers’ cardiovascular healthcare outcomes. Each of these attributes, by design, is under the control of the organization that is performing the analysis. The attributes include the clear and explicit definition of an appropriate patient sample, clinical coherence of the model variables, sufficiently high-quality and timely data, designation of an appropriate reference time before which covariates are derived and after which outcomes are measured, use of an appropriate outcome and a standardized period of outcome assessment, application of an analytical approach that takes into account the multilevel organization of data, and disclosure of the methods used to compare outcomes, including disclosure of performance of risk-adjustment methodology in derivation and validation samples (Table).

Several issues deserve attention. First, the attributes described in this scientific statement are intended to be relevant to a wide range of efforts to profile the outcomes of various healthcare providers. The unit that is being analyzed may be a hospital, healthcare system, managed-care organization, physician, group practice, or some other unit that delivers coordinated care. Each of these groups may have special issues with regard to outcomes measurement, but in each case in which the experience of patients is aggregated and reported, the attributes described here have great relevance.

Second, the statement seeks to identify key attributes of models that are used to generate information that is suitable for public reporting. Ideally, all such models would incorporate all of these attributes. All of the attributes should be considered important. The authors recognize that it may not be possible to achieve this ideal in all circumstances. Whether it is acceptable to omit one or more of these attributes may depend on the situation and the alternatives. Thus, the delineation of these attributes also allows for the comparison of proposed models across these domains and for the identification of areas in which the models need improvement.

Third, the issue of administrative data merits special note. The term “administrative data” generally refers to data that are collected for the purposes of resource utilization and cost analyses and includes claims submitted for reimbursement of healthcare services. Databases containing administrative data vary in the scope and detail of the included data. These existing data are often used for profiling efforts because they
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**Preferred Attributes of Models Used for Publicly Reported Outcomes**

1. Clear and explicit definition of an appropriate patient sample
2. Clinical coherence of model variables
3. Sufficiently high-quality and timely data
4. Designation of an appropriate reference time before which covariates are derived and after which outcomes are measured
5. Use of an appropriate outcome and a standardized period of outcome assessment
6. Application of an analytical approach that takes into account the multilevel organization of data
7. Disclosure of the methods used to compare outcomes, including disclosure of performance of risk-adjustment methodology in derivation and validation samples

---
are available and often represent the only current national source of information about healthcare outcomes. Administrative claims data, which are known to have variable agreement with information in the medical record, are commonly used to define study samples, derive information to characterize patient risk, and determine outcomes. In this statement, we note issues that are particularly relevant to the use of administrative claims. It is likely that the quality of the claims will improve and, with the advent of electronic health records, more data with clinical information content will be available.

This statement was written to be helpful for the range of data that may be used in profiling efforts. Various data sources have their strengths and weaknesses. Prospectively collected data may be the highest quality, but they are expensive and may include only selected samples of patients because of the need for informed consent. Retrospective medical record review is also expensive, although less so, but it is limited by the quality of medical record documentation. Administrative claims data, which may include information about laboratory values and medications, can be inexpensive but often have been collected for nonclinical purposes and may not accurately or comprehensively represent the patients’ conditions. If possible, it should be determined whether the results from models built from administrative claims are good proxies for the results from models based on higher-quality data. If not possible, then other approaches to validation ought to be pursued.

**Definition of the Patient Sample**

Two samples must be defined in the effort to profile outcomes by healthcare providers: the patients and the providers. For the patients, there should be a clear, reproducible, and appropriate method of identifying the people who should be included in the measurement cohort. This process must balance the interest of including all of the individuals who have the relevant condition (“sensitivity”) with the need to avoid including those who do not have the condition (“specificity”). For example, assessments of the outcomes of patients with acute coronary syndromes (ACS) should use valid criteria for the identification of patients while avoiding the inclusion of those without ACS (ie, patients admitted for “rule out ACS” without clear evidence of unstable angina or acute myocardial infarction). As much as possible, available information should be used to confirm the diagnosis and standardize the patient sample across sites. For example, the accuracy of the principal discharge diagnosis code may be improved by including other available information. Patients with a code of acute myocardial infarction could be excluded if their length of stay was <2 days and they did not leave against medical advice because it is unlikely that they were coded correctly.

The provider sample is important in that the groups or individuals that are included, as well as the linkage between providers and patients, must be clearly defined. When profiling hospitals, it is straightforward to assign a patient to an institution unless the patient was transferred into or out of the hospital. In profiling hospitals, the approach to patients who are transferred must be stated and justified. This linkage between providers and patients is particularly important when physicians or practices are profiled because patients often receive care from a large number of clinicians. Choices about the sample specification need to be clearly stated and justified because they may have important implications for the results of the analysis, particularly with regard to the comparability of institutions.

**Clinical Coherence of the Model Variables**

Variables in risk-adjustment models should reflect the current understanding of the pathophysiology of cardiovascular disease and the relationship between risk factors and disease outcomes. Thus, clinical judgment and insights from the published literature should guide the selection of candidate variables and the assessment of the model variables. Using clinical judgment and attention to the medical literature to ensure coherent risk adjustment should minimize the influence of variables that may reflect the idiosyncrasies of individual data sets.

The use of variables that convey nonclinical information (eg, race/ethnicity, socioeconomic status) should generally be avoided in these models. The effect of these variables may be mediated through the quality of care, and consequently, adjustment for these factors could confound the results.

Clinical coherence is particularly important for risk-adjustment models that incorporate administrative claims data, which are a commonly used source of data for profiling efforts. Although the ninth revision of the International Classification of Diseases, Clinical Modification (ICD-9-CM) contains >15 000 individual codes, many are related, and clinically similar conditions can be distributed across different codes. Grouping ICD-9-CM codes into clinically relevant subgroups makes it more likely that risk-adjustment models will be resistant to minor coding variations while providing full accounting for all of the documented codes associated with the clinical condition.

**Data Quality**

Efforts should be made to ensure that the data on which the profiling is based are accurate and reliable across the healthcare providers that are being evaluated and, when appropriate, across time. This includes standardizing the definitions of the patient risk variables and where possible disclosing the quality of the data with regard to accuracy and reliability. Such information should be clearly described and substantiated. When data quality is variable, an effort should be made to determine its impact on the profiling results. For example, when administrative data are used, it is important that the results of the analysis be validated against higher-quality clinically derived data because studies indicate that the concordance between administrative claims data and medical record documentation may vary substantially.

The data should also be timely. Data that are not recent may not represent the current performance of the group or institution being profiled. In many cases, practical considerations limit the ability to acquire and analyze the data soon after the actual patient encounter. Also, in some cases, data from earlier time periods may be pooled with more recent data to improve the precision of the estimates, which may
compromise the ability to determine whether performance is changing over time. In either case, recent improvements or decrements in performance would be overlooked or diluted. Thus, models could satisfy all of the other criteria and fail to be useful or relevant because of an unacceptable time lag between the performance and when it is reported.

**Designation of a Reference Time**

Clarity is needed in defining the reference time and ensuring that model variables are measured at or before this time. Events, including complications, that occur after the reference time, or starting time, should not be included as covariates in risk-adjustment models. The goal in using these models is to account for imbalances in the propensity of patients to experience specific outcomes after a specific reference time. Accordingly, models should include information about each patient’s characteristics at or before (but not after) that reference time. For example, hemorrhage that occurs after admission, which could be related to the quality of care, should not be counted as a condition that was present on admission when it would appear that the hospital admitted patients with a high degree of comorbid conditions. Exceptions to this general principle may be made for conditions that are detected after a patient has begun treatment but that would, to most clinicians, likely represent a condition that preceded treatment (eg, diagnosis of cancer in a patient hospitalized for acute myocardial infarction).

This issue can be problematic for measurement systems that use administrative claims data. The ICD-9-CM codes reported during hospitalizations throughout the United States generally do not differentiate complications that occur during the hospitalization from conditions that are present on admission. Many ICD-9-CM codes represent conditions that might have been present on admission or might have developed during hospitalization (eg, infection, bleeding, shock), perhaps even as a result of poor-quality care. Models that use patient risk variables that may represent events that occurred as a result of the care provided may inadvertently reward hospitals that poorly manage their patients by allowing them to “adjust” for conditions that arose as a result of deficiencies in care. Consequently, codes that could represent complications should not be included in risk models. Moreover, continuous efforts should be made to improve the administrative claims data so that it would be possible to differentiate complications from comorbidities.

**Standardized Assessment of Meaningful Outcomes**

First and foremost, the outcome should be meaningful and measured reliably. If the dependent variable cannot reasonably be considered important to patients and related in part to the quality of the clinical care, then it should not be used as an outcome. Any outcome should be measured similarly across providers. When the outcome requires patient response, such as survey information, the response rates must be clear. In the present era, mortality is a common outcome for profiling efforts, but patient-centered outcomes such as health-related quality of life may emerge as these data become more widely measured.

Evaluations of outcomes ideally use a standardized period of end-point evaluation. Nonstandardized periods of assessment, such as the assessment of events during hospitalization, may result in a biased evaluation because healthcare providers have different practice patterns (eg, varying lengths of stay, propensity to transfer patients) that may bias the assessment. If patients are discharged early at some institutions, then the timeframe for the risk of death will be shorter and may make mortality rates appear lower than if a standardized period of follow-up were used. In addition, a substantial number of patients are transferred between healthcare providers during the course of treatment. By focusing on treatment or outcomes provided by only a single provider (eg, treatment at the index admission for patients who are subsequently transferred to another hospital), the period of end-point evaluation is truncated. For example, hospitals that are more likely to transfer patients to skilled nursing facilities or to other acute-care facilities may have a misleadingly low in-hospital mortality rate. Alternatively, hospitals that receive transfer patients who are seriously ill may be inappropriately “penalized” by having higher mortality rates. Previous studies have demonstrated notable variations in hospital performance when comparing risk-adjusted outcomes based on the in-hospital period versus a timeframe based on a standardized end point. Unfortunately, using a standardized period of assessment usually imposes additional requirements for data collection. The resources required to collect these data and ensure that complete follow-up occurs can be considerable. If in-hospital outcomes are used, they should be validated against a standardized period of assessment.

**Appropriate Analytical Approach**

The appropriate statistical approach is another key feature of these models. Statistical models, particularly those intended for profiling purposes, should account for particular features of the organization of the data. An important aspect of data used for profiling providers relates to the “clustering” of patients within the responsibility of a healthcare provider. For example, in evaluating hospital outcomes, it is the experience of the patients clustered within hospitals that is evaluated. The point is to determine the degree to which the hospital influences the outcomes. Thus, the assumption is that the outcomes of patients within the same hospital may be different than the outcomes of patients in a different hospital. Statistical models used for profiling should take into account that hospital effect, which can be understood as intrahospital correlation.

In addition to the clustered nature of the data, the risk-adjustment model ought to be able to account for the differential amounts of information across providers, measured in terms of the number of observations per provider. If 2 hospitals have the same standardized mortality rate, there would be greater confidence in the estimate for the hospital treating 200 cases than for the one with 100 cases. Credible statistical models must be designed to accommodate providers with widely varying sample sizes. Providers with a small number of cases may have observed rates at the extreme ends of the range, but such rates may not accurately reflect their “true” performance. Although some methodologies
specifically exclude providers with fewer cases than a minimum threshold, it is almost impossible to remove all of the variability in sample sizes across providers.

Hierarchical regression models\(^3\) can address the design issues that typically occur in profiling efforts; clustered data and differential information can be addressed by hierarchical generalized linear models.\(^{31,34}\) These models are used commonly in education, where students are clustered within classrooms and classroom sizes vary.\(^30\) Hierarchical models explicitly quantify interprovider variation and produce better provider-specific estimates for small providers. This particular approach avoids “regression to the mean,” a statistical concept describing the tendency for providers who have been identified as outliers in the past to become less extreme in the future.\(^35\) This approach also affords a more realistic assessment of the role of chance in the observed variation between providers.

**Public Disclosure**

Given the complexities of accurately comparing providers’ outcomes, methods used for public reporting should be available in the public domain.\(^36\) The public should have access to a detailed description of the methodological development of the risk-adjustment model and an explicit listing of the variables screened, the manner in which they were measured, and the method of selecting variables for the final model. Information should be available about association of the model variables with the outcome (eg, variable coefficients, odds ratios, confidence intervals) so that the face validity of the results can be evaluated. In addition, the model’s performance in derivation and validation sets should be discussed.\(^18,37\) Because of proprietary concerns, it may not be possible for some entities to release all model details (eg, \(\beta\) coefficients and covariance matrices), but at a minimum, measures of the model’s performance should be provided, with external auditing for accuracy. The shielding of important information undermines efforts to evaluate the validity of these efforts and confidence in their results.

With regard to these model performance measures, risk-adjustment models should provide measures of discrimination, calibration, and fit. The decision about what constitutes a “good” or “good enough” model will be based more on subjective considerations than on predefined criteria, but users of publicly reported risk-adjustment data should have the benefit of these metrics so that they can make an informed interpretation of presented results. The model performance will depend on the degree to which patient characteristics contribute to the outcome and the availability of variables that reflect factors associated with the outcome. Also, these models should be developed and validated in different samples to assess robustness, and such evaluations should be publicly disclosed. If validation has not been performed, then that should also be reported. In addition, models developed from administrative data should be validated against a model with a more comprehensive description of the patients’ clinical conditions, such as medical record data. This validation should include a comparison of how much agreement in classification exists between the administrative and “gold standard” models. In addition to disclosing information about the methods, profiling efforts are needed to provide data on sample size, time interval evaluated, study sample development, data quality, and precision of the estimates.

**Conclusions and Recommendations**

Interest in the public reporting of outcomes data by providers is growing. Moreover, this information is beginning to have consequence as organizations use it to direct patients to particular institutions and to guide reimbursement strategies. The promise of publicly reporting outcomes ultimately depends on the validity of the measurement system and its transparency. The development of standards is an important step in elevating the performance of current and future measurement systems. In this statement, we proposed 7 attributes of publicly reported risk measures that can be used to evaluate risk-adjustment models. This framework may facilitate the development of models intended for the public reporting of healthcare provider outcomes.
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